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Parent of the Month

Staff of the Month

Aarian Driskell
Michigan Collegiate High School
Aarian has been a part of the WSU C² Pipeline program for two years. In addition to being a student with high academic achievement, she also acts as a mature leader within the program who is capable of identifying problems and finding solutions to them. Aarian is a Youth Council member at Michigan Collegiate as well as a C²P Warriors IPE Camp participant.

Ms. Muse
Michigan Collegiate High School
Ms. Muse has two sons in the C² Pipeline program at Michigan Collegiate High School. For the past several years, she has served as the coach of the school majorettes’ team and frequently assists the C²P program with recruitment. Thank you Ms. Muse for all of your participation in expanding our network to more youth!

Jessica Lienemann
Ecorse High School
Jessica is a WSU C² Pipeline Site coordinator at Ecorse High School. She maintains a sense of comradery within the WSU C² Pipeline center at Ecorse by engaging students with special events and holidays throughout the programming year. Specifically, Jessica enjoys working with students by facilitating the Empowerment Improv and Rube Goldberg enrichment activities during career pathways.

C² Pipeline Highlights

Program Advocacy

WSU C² Pipeline Safety:
Wayne State University C² Pipeline is committed to ensuring that our centers deliver quality after-school programming. In order to maintain quality standards & content, C² staff members frequently undergo trainings that involve hands-on experience and insight. Safety for all C² Pipeline students is essential in order to be able to deliver engaging programming that students can enjoy. This past December, the WSU C² Pipeline Site Coordinators participated in a training for CPR/AED Response in order to be prepared for any possible emergencies.

Follow WSU C² Pipeline on Social Media:
@wsuc2pipeline
@wsuc2pipeline
@WSUC2Pipeline

WSU C² Pipeline S.T.E.M. Lab
Website: C²Pipeline.wayne.edu/STEM-Lab
STEM Lab Interest Form: STEM Innovation Location: 5000 Gullen Mall, #133, Detroit, MI 48202
Book a specialized activity at the WSU C² Pipeline S.T.E.M Laboratory for Curiosity & Innovation! The STEM Lab has a wide assortment of activities to choose from and may even be able to accommodate special activity requests.

Staff of the Month

Vote for WSU C² Pipeline Staff of the Month!
It’s time for C² Pipeline students, parents, and teachers at C² Pipeline Centers to vote for a C² Pipeline staff member to be highlighted for the new monthly newsletter! Participants have the opportunity to vote for one C² staff member of their choice for every month of the programming year. If you would like to vote for the February 2018 C² Staff of the Month, click the link below:
Vote: WSU C² Pipeline Staff of the Month (February 2018)
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The C² Pipeline is a Wayne State University, College of Nursing, S.T.E.M. Accredited Program
Funded as a 21st CCLC program through the Michigan Department of Education

Wayne State University C² Pipeline Centers

The Wayne State University C² Pipeline Program offers a wide variety of activities & events specific to the C² Centers near you! Contact your WSU C² Pipeline Center site coordinator (link below) for opportunities to volunteer for upcoming field trips, community events, and programming activities:

Wayne State University C² Pipeline Centers

RECENT C² PIPELINE EVENTS

C² Pipeline students at Ecorse HS & Site Coordinator Jessica Lienemann pose during their holiday event!

A student conducts an eyeball dissection experiment in the WSU C² Pipeline Innovation & Curiosity Center STEM Lab!

C² Pipeline students at Southfield A&T pose for a picture at the Detroit Zoo Lights event!
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